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INTRODUCTION 
The conventional procedures of nondestructive evaluation by means of ultrasonic tech-
niques are limited by surface roughness and grain-boundary scattering of testmaterials. Es-
pecially ceramies must be coupled carefully with high-frequency ultrasonic transducers. Con-
cerning these restrietions and in view of the possibility of contactless measurements oflow-loss 
dielectric materials with microwaves, the application of electromagnetic waves in NDE appears 
to be a favourable alternative to conventional ultrasonic techniques [1]. 
During the past the utilization of electromagnetic waves in NDE seemed to be not very 
promising because of an inadequate resolution of flaws and pores, caused on one hand on 
too long wavelengths with respect to ascertainable material defects and on the other hand 
there was no suitable inversion algorithm available for electromagnetic waves. Providing 
microwave measurement stations for high-frequencies (200-GHz or more) we have to consider 
the applications of microwaves in NDE from new points of view. 
Electromagnetic waves are considerably different from acoustic waves in their physical 
propagation properties and mathematical formulation. If we take arbitrary polarizations 
of electromagnetic waves into account, a vector formulation of the electromagnetic inverse 
scattering problem will be necessary. In this paper we want to develop a unified theory 
for the electromagnetic inverse scattering problem relying on the weak scattering (Born) 
approximation with full use of polarization information. This theory based on the scalar 
formulation of the multidimensionallinearized scattering problem [2,3] and follows [4,5,6], 
which essentially treat the electromagnetic inverse scattering problem within the physical 
optics (Kirchhoff) approximation. 
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING AND HOLOGRAPHIC FIELD REPRESENTATION 
Fig. 1 shows the inverse scattering problem which has to be solved. From the scattered 
field data Es which are known on the dashed surface SM (see Fig. 1) by measurements, we 
want to conclude about the geometry of the scatterer Vc • Ei is the electromagnetic incident 
field and E the total field anywhere in space, consisting of the incident and the scattered field. 
The reconstruction volume Vc is enclosed by the arbitrarily closed measurement surface SM. 
With the aid of the free space dyadic Green function of the electromagnetic differential 
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Fig. 1. Representation of a multidimensional eleetromagnetie direet or inverse 
seattering problem 
equation in the frequeney domain, aecording to 
1 ejklR-R'1 
G(R - R',w) = (I + k2 VV) 47rIR _ R'I ' (1) 
we ean determine the eleetromagnetie seattered field of the whole spaee outside the mea-
surement surfaee SM with only knowledge of the E- and H-field on this surfaee. So the 
seattered field ean be represented for the exterior spaee through the Stratton-Chu integral 
representation 
Es(R,w) ihM {jw~[n' X Hs(R',w)]. G(R - R',w) + 
+ [ni X Es(R',w)]·V' X G(R - R',w)}dS'. (2) 
For the interior of the measurement surfaee this equation only yields 
Es(R,w) = -Ei(R,w) , (3) 
so that the total fteld is E(R,w) = 0 for R E VM. As a matter of common knowledge, this 
corresponds to the statement, heuristieally found by Huygens, that a wavefront of a wavefield 
ean be followed through pointwise propagation and subsequently forming its envelope. If we 
want to make any statements about the inner field values of SM, we have to introduee a new 
definition of equ. (2). Replaeing the dyadie Green function G by the complex eonjugate one, 
we vividly baekpropagate the point sources which are known with their amplitude distributions 
Es and H s on the measurement surface SM. Therefore, the definition of the eleetromagnetie 
veetor holographie field ean be expressed by 
e}'1(R,w) - ihM {jw~[n' X HsCR',w)]. G*(R - R',w) + 
+ [ni X Es(R',w)] . v' X G*(R - R',w)} dS'. (4) 
With introduetion of secondary equivalent sources on the seatterer, whieh can be represented 
through the inhomogeneity of the differential equation for the eleetromagnetie field 
(5) 
and with applieation of the veetor Green theorem [7] on the veetor holographie field (4), we 
obtain equ. (6), aecording to 
+ 00 
eJ1(R,w) = -2W/l i i i Jc(R',w)· Gi(R- R',w)d3R', (6) 
-00 
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as an extension of the scalar Porter-Bojarski integral equation of the electromagnetic field. 
Gi(R - R', w) represents the imaginary part of the dyadic Green function (1). 
For the dielectric case of an isotropie scatterer we can express the equivalent sources 
through 
jwj-tJc(R,w) = -k2~(R) [1- ~lE(R,W) (7) 
v 
= OCR) 
with kc(R) as the wavenumber of the interior of the dielectric scatterer and OCR) as the 
so-called object function. 
RECONSTRUCTION OF DlELECTRIC SCATTERERS 
For weak scatterers we can introduce the Born approximation. The fundamental prin-
ciple of the Born approximation is the disregard of the scattered field Es, H s in the interior 
of the scatterer, so that we can state equ. (7) with only consideration of an incident field, 
according to 
(8) 
The incident field is chosen as a plane wave. Inserting equ. (8) in the electromagnetic Porter-
Bojarski equation (6), we obtain for the holographie field 
+00 
el1(R,w) = -2jeF(w)Eo ' J J J Gi(R- R',w)O(R')ejkki.R'd3R'. (9) 
-00 
Now, we have to recast this equation for the object function. In order to do so, it is necessary 
to transform equ. (9) to the Fourier space. After multiplying this equation with e-jkki·R and 
subsequently, employing the threedimensional Fourier transform, we get 
(10) 
with 
• 7f 1 . • • 
Gi(K + kki,W) = 2k (I - k2 (K + kki)(K + kki)) 8(IK + kkil - k) (11) 
for k > 0. Taking the scalar product of equ. (8) and (K X ki) and applying the relation 
k; x Eo = -Eorth, we can express equ. (10) as follows: 
Recognizing that equ. (12) is singular for k = IK + kkil because of the singularity of the 8-
distribution, we have to integrate over all frequencies to eliminate this singularity (frequency 
diversity mode), so that we can recast this equation for the object function in Fourier space. 
It is only permitted to integrate the wavenumber k over the interval [+00,0], since the three-
dimensional Fourier space spectrum of the imaginary part of the dyadic Green function is 
considered only for positiv wavenumbers k. Therefore, applying the general relation 
+00 m J <f>(k)8(g(k)) dk = L <f>(kj ) 
-00 j=l lg'(kj)1 
(13) 
which can be utilized in calculating equ. (14) 
(14) 
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we obtain the objeet funetion in threedimensional Fourier spaee with the help of equ. (14), 
aeeording to 
+00 , 
O(K)u( -K· ki) = ~ f -k2 1( )' ki' K [K X eJ1(K + kki'W)]' ki dk. J1r F w E orth ' K 
o 
(15) 
By means of the inverse Fourier transform, we ean exploit this formula with knowledge of the 
generalized veetor holographie field in threedimensional Fourier spaee, so that it is possible 
to evaluate the objeet function in R-spaee. vVith introduetion of an abbreviation of the 
integrated veetor holographie field, as stated in equ. (16) 
+00 
- 1 f 1 -E ' Y(K) = j7r PF(w) E>H(K + kki,W)dk 
o 
(16) 
and applieation of the threedimensional inverse Fourier transform, we ean formally write the 
objeet function in R-spaee: 
, 1 { ki · K [ - ] } O(R) = ki .. T3D ' K X Y(K) 
Eorth' K 
(17) 
Here, the F;ri"-operator denotes the threedimensional inverse Fourier transformation. 
A better and simpler method to evaluate equ. (15) ean be formulated, ifthe generalized 
veetor holographie field ean be expressed in a suitable manner by the eleetromagnetie seattered 
field in R-spaee on the measurement surfaee in the far-field. In order to do so, we have to 
take the threedimensional inverse Fourier transform with respect to the inserted abbreviation 
(16) 
+00 
-1{-()} () 1 f 1 E( ) -jkk.Rdk F3D Y K =Y R = j7r k 2 F(w)E>H R,w e ' '. 
o 
(18) 
FormaIly, the generalized veetor holographie fidd ean be written as an integration with regard 
to the unit-sphere S2, aeeording to 
E>~(R,w) = ~~ ffs2 (I - R'R') . C(R',w) ejkki.R! d2R' , (19) 
in whieh the term d2R' = 'ii~' dSM denotes the differential solid angle element of equ. (19). 
C(R', w) is the seattering amplitude whieh only depends on frequeney and the observation 
direetion. It is contraeted by the dyadie (I - R'R'), so that its direetivity is ehanged in 
magnitude and orientation. The radiation pattern is given by a volume integral over the 
equivalent seeondary sourees 
+00 
C(R',w) = j:: f f f Jc(R",w)e-jkR!.R"d3R" (20) 
-00 
with R' as a unit veetor direeted towards the measurement surfaee SM. Fig. 2 shows the 
evaluation of the generalized veetor holographie field for the equivalent secondary sourees on 
the seatterer. 
Relation (19) ean be weIl applied, beeause the expression (I - R'R') . C(R', w) even 
represents the experimental data on the surfaee SM in the far-field. Considering equ. (2) 
with assistanee of the veetor Green theorem, we obtain the eleetromagnetic seattered field as 
a volume integration over the equivalent sourees Je 
+00 
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Fig. 2. Evaluation of the generalized vector holographie field for a measurement 
surfaee in the far- field 
With introduetion of the far-field approximation with R greater than the dimension of the 
seatterer and kR » 1, it follows from equ. (21) with utilization of the dyadie Green function 
(1) 
kR f eJ , , , 
Esar(R,w) = R(I - RR)· C(R,w) . (22) 
Now, inserting the generalized veetor holographie field (19) in the abbreviated formulation 
(18) and subsequently, taking the threedimensional Fourier transform, we get a new expression 
for Y in K-spaee 
+00 
Y(K) = 47r f kF~W) ffs2 (I - R'R'). C(R',w) 8[K - keRl - k i )) d2 R'dk . (23) 
o 
Note, that a 8-distribution oeeurs in equ. (23), which ean be used to transform the object 
function into R-space. Inserting equ. (23) into the object representation in K-space (equ. 
(15)), and considering the integrand of the resulting solid angle integral, we can utili ze the 
special properties of the delta distribution, according to 
, ki . K (ki X K) 8[K - keRl - ki)) = 1,- ki . ~' (R' x kk i ) 8[K - keRl - ki)) . (24) 
E orth . K E orth . R' 
Performing the threedimensional Fourier transform whieh has to be in the following form, 
beeause of the unit step function in equ. (15) 
+00 
F(R) = 2R{ (2:)3 f f f Ö(K)u(K . ki ) ejK-R d3K} (25) 
-00 
with 
Ö(K)u( -K· ki ) = F(K) (26) 
and employing the equation 
+00 
(2~)3 f f f 8(K - keRl - ki)) ejK-R d3K = ejkR.(R!-k,) , (27) 
-00 
we obtain the objeet function in R-space 
+00 , , 
1 {f 1 j:l 1 - k i . R' ',' , , ' , ' , OCR) = -2 R -:--() 2' ',(R x k i ) . (I - R R) . C(R ,w) 
27r F w s Eorth ' R 
o 
ejkR!.Rd2R' e-jkki.Rdk} . (28) 
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The experimental data (I - R'R') . C(R', w) in equ. (28) can be expressed by the electromag-
netic far-field relation (equ. (22)), so we find the desired result inserting equ. (22) into equ. 
(28) 
+00 • • 
_1 <n{ J _1_ j~ 1 - ki . R' (R' k.) . EfM(R' ) 27r2 :n. F(w) 8 2 ' • X, s ,w Eorth · R' o OCR) 
R'e-jkR' ejkR/.Rd2R' ejkki.Rdk}. (29) 
There are several methods available to evaluate equ. (28) and equ. (29) numerically, listed 
as follows. 
Explicit numerical integration 
As the first possibility of evaluation we consider the numerical integration. The solid 
angle integration in equ. (28) and equ. (29) can be expressed by introducing the spherical 
coordinates iJ' and <p' for the scalar and vector product, respectively, so that we can integrate 
over iJ' and <p' numerically. The numerical integration of the wavenumber k must be cut 
off prematurely, because of its infinite upper integration limit. Hence, this causes numerical 
errors which become apparent in a reduced resolution of sharp contours. The advantage of 
this approach is that all reconstruction points of the scatterer can be calculated independently 
of each other. If only a cross-section of the scatterer is requested to be reconstructed, it is 
more effective to use an explicit numerical integration scheme. 
Time domain backprojection 
The second possible evaluation we want to consider is the time domain backprojection 
method which relies on the scalar case of [2]. For this purpose we have to transform the 
formula (28) in the time domain with respect to the frequency by means ofthe inverse Fourier 
transform, Le. the k-integration of equ. (28) must be converted into an w-integration and the 
lower integration limit has to be expanded to -00. With the aid of the unit-step function 
u(w) and the insertion of an e-jwt-term for t = 0, we can write equ. (28) as a Fourier integral 
with respect to w, according to 
• • +00 
OCR) = ~R{ jr [ 1.- ki· ~' (R' X ki)· ~ J (I - R'R'). CCR',w) 
C7r } 8 2 Eorth· R' 27r 
-00 
(30) 
with the substitution 
R.(R'-k·) 
t' = t - ' . (31) 
C 
Only considering the frequency Fourier integral, we obtain with application of the convolution 
theorem 
+00 ~ J (I - R'R'). CCR',w) u(w) e- jwt' dw = 
27r F(w) 
-00 
F-1 {Ftw)(I - R'R'). C(R',w) }*F-1 { u(w)} (32) 
... " v 
= E~orn(R', t') 
Therefore, we readily get the formal time domain solution of the left convolution term of 
the right-hand side of equ. (32), considering the electromagnetic field within the far-field 
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approximation. The right-hand side of equ. (32) yields a 6-distribution as the real part of 
the inverse Fourier transform of a unit-step function. The imaginary part of this expression 
(equ. (33)) represents Cauchy's principal value of the Fourier integral of a sign-function [8] 
and exists only in a distributional sense. PV denotes the principal value of the integral. So 
we can write 
(33) 
Concerning the fact, that only the real part of equ. (30) is used to evaluate this formula 
and that E~orn(:R/,t) is real valued, we notice that the principal value of equ. (33) is not to 
be considered in further calculations. 1nserting equ. (33) in (32) and equ. (32) in (30), we 
obtain in consideration of the substitution (31) the time domain backprojection formula 
O(R) = _1_ r r E~orn [R/, t _ R· (R' - ki)] I . (R' X ki) 1,- ki' ~' d2R'. (34) 
27rc J J S2 C t=o Eorth . R' 
Threedimensional Fourier inversion 
The third possibility in evaluating equ. (28) is the threedimensional Fourier transform. 
Equ. (28) ean be formally transfered to a threedimensional Fourier integral. With definition 
of a Fourier spaee veetor, aeeording to 
K = k(R' - ki) (35) 
and eomputation of the Jaeobian 
(36) 
we ean express O(R) by 
+00 " 
O(R) = 2~{_1_ 111 27r ,R' ~ k i . (I - R'R'). C(:Il' w) ejKR d3K} (37) (27r)3 k2 F( w) R' . E orth ' 
-00 " _______________ ,-------------~ 
= O(K) u( -K . ki) 
A geometrical illustration of the definition of the K-veetor in Fourier spaee, aeeording 
to equ. (35), is given in Fig. 3. Concerning this eoordinate transform, we reeognize that the 
variable R' E S2 and the wavenumber kin the range [0,+00] ean only transform the K-veetor 
into a threedimensional Fourier half-spaee. The object function in this Fourier spaee can be 
read off immediately from the integrand of equ. (37) leaving one K-half-spaee out of aceount, 
aeeording to the unit-step function u( -K· ki). With insertion of the electromagnetic far-field 
term (equ. (22)) we get 
R' X k· 27r R' e- jkR' I O(K)u(-K.k;) = , ,'. PF() E~ar(R',w) .. 
R' . Eorth w K=k(R'-k;) 
(38) 
This equation relates the seattered data within the far-field approximation to the objeet fune-
tion in K-spaee, so that there are no explicit ealeulations ofthe generalized veetor holographie 
field neeessary. In eonc1usion, we obtain the solution of the objeet function in R-spaee as a 
result of the real part of the numerical inverse Fourier transform. 
As a final remark we can say that the main advantage of this approach is its speed 
eompared with the explicit numerieal integration if the whole seatterer is to be reeonstrueted. 
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Eo /1. Y +k; 
measurement surface SM 
e", 
Fig. 3. Definition of a K-Vector in Fourier space in terms of the scattered field 
within the far-field approximation 
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